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Chapterr  7 

Thee /o(980) scalar  meson 

NuNu chilo d'annecchia, nu chilo e mmezzo 'e spezzatino, 
iammoncello,iammoncello, tracchia 'e locena, punt'e natica, pettola 
'e'e spalla, due nervi, fianchetti e corazza. 

SofiaSofia Loren 

7.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter the first observation of the /0(980) scalar meson in semi-inclusive deep-
inelasticc positron scattering is presented. Production of the /o(980) scalar meson is of partic-
ularr interest because its precise nature has long been uncertain. In section 2.3 a brief survey 
iss given of possible models of the /o(980) meson, and some recent experimental results are 
summarized. . 
Thee data sets presented in this chapter enable the study of the ^-dependence of /0(980) 
electroproduction.. It has been suggested by F. Close et al. [39] that the propagation of the 
/0(980)) through the nuclear medium could be a sensitive tool to distinguish between various 
modelss for its structure. Moreover, the present studies make it possible to determine for the 
firstfirst time various kinematic dependencies of /0 (980) electroproduction. It is hoped that these 
dataa will help to clarify the structure and production mechanism of this scalar meson. 
Ass was already mentioned in section 2.3 the /0(980) scalar meson is accessible through its 
decayy into two charged pions, /o(980) ->  7r+7r~. The 7r+7r" channel also gives access to the 
po(770)) and /2(1270) mesons, which are a background when identifying the /o(980) scalar 
meson. . 
Thee sets of data and kinematic restrictions used in this analysis are summarized in section 
7.2.. The method used to identify the pQ{770), /0(980) and /2(1270) mesons in the 7r+7r~ 
channell  is described in section 7.3. Results are given at the end of this section leading to 
preliminaryy conclusions on the ^-dependence of /o(980) electroproduction. In section 7.4 
variouss kinematic dependencies of /o(980) and /2(1270) production (on hydrogen) are pre-
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122 2 7.2.. Event selection and kinematic restrictions 

sented,, and compared to Monte Carlo simulations. In section 7.5 the multiplicity distribution 
forr /o(980) and /2(1270) electroproduction is evaluated. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
sectionn 7.6. 

7.22 Event selection and kinematic restrictions 

Dataa collected on a natural Kr target in the year 1999 and on 1H, 2H and ^Ne targets in 
thee year 2000 are used in this analysis. While for the year 1999 the juDST production 99b2 
couldd be used, at the time of this analysis only the first calibrated production for the year 
20000 (00b 1) was available. The same data quality criteria have been applied as for the anal-
ysess described in the previous two chapters. A reconstructed DIS lepton is required in order 
too fix the kinematics of the event, therefore events are selected in which the DIS trigger (trig-
gerr 21) has fired. The kinematic constraints on the DIS lepton and the PID requirements 
onn both the scattered lepton and the produced hadrons are the same as those described in 
sectionss 5.2 and 6.2.1. (As a reminder we mention the DIS cuts which have been applied to 
thee data: W2 > 4 GeV2, y < 0.85, Ecaio(e

+) > 3.5 GeV). However, no restriction has been 
imposedd on Q2 in order to enable a study of the Q2-dependence of /0 electroproduction over 
thee largest possible range. 
Apartt from the positron track, the presence in the event of two identified pions and an ad-
ditionall  track through the detector is required to reduce the exclusive p° background. The 
identificationn of the two pions is made with the RICH detector. Therefore, the pion momen-
tumm is restricted to 2.5 < Pw < 15 GeV, (see section 6.2.1). 
Inn addition it is required that the positron and each of the two pion tracks originate from 
thee same vertex (\zpOS — z3

pos\ < 2.5 cm). This requirement reduces the combinatorial back-
ground. . 
Thee data collected in the year 1997 on 3He and 14N targets by the HERMES experiment 
havee not been used in the present analysis as pion identification with the Cerenkov threshold 
detectorr used in 1997 covers a smaller momentum range and has a different efficiency than 
thatt obtained with the RICH detector (used from 1998 on). The data collected on these two 
targetss are therefore omitted from this part of the analysis. 

7.33 Identification of the /o(980) scalar  meson 

Inn order to identify the /o(980) scalar meson from the decay channel f0 -» 7T+/K~ the invari-
antt mass of the two pion final state is reconstructed. The first surprising observation which 
triggeredd this analysis was the appearance of a small peak or shoulder in the 7r+7r~ invariant 
masss spectrum. The position and width of the peak has been determined using a Breit-
Wignerr function to fit  the resulting mass distribution. The expression for a Breit-Wigner 
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Figuree 7.1: Reconstructed Mnir invariant mass spectrum derived from the hydrogen data sam-
ple,ple, expressed as number of counts NH. The number NH is not normalized to 
thethe number of DIS events. The dashed line is a fit to the data using a single 
Breit-WignerBreit-Wigner function, while the solid line represents a fit using the sum of 3 Breit-
WignerWigner functions. 

representingg a resonance a decaying into two pions is given by: 

W a ( M „ )) = h 
aa 2TT[(M™ - Maf + ( r a/ 2 )2 

(7.1) ) 

withh ha, Ta and Ma being respectively the height, width and mass of the resonance a, and 
thee running variable Mn„  the two pion invariant mass. If more than one resonance appears 
inn an invariant mass spectrum several Breit-Wigners have to be added. 

7.3.11 The Mn7T distribution 

Thee invariant mass of the 7r+7r~ system has been evaluated in the kinematic region defined 
abovee for 4 different gas targets: 1H, 2H, 20Ne and Kr. An example of a Mw+n- spectrum 
iss presented in Fig. 7.1, for the case of a hydrogen target. The p° peak is clearly visible 
att Mv+n- « 0.8 GeV, and in fact small shoulders are noticed at about 1 and 1.2 GeV. The 
dashedd curve superimposed on the data shows that a fit  with only one Breit-Wigner does 
nott give a good description of the data in the region above 0.9 GeV, while a superposition 
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off  three Breit-Wigner functions (solid line) yields a much better description of the invariant 
masss spectrum. 
Iff  no constraints are imposed, 9 parameters are needed to define three Breit-Wigner func-
tions:: the height, the position and the width of each resonance. A description of the Mn+n-
spectrumm in terms of three Breit-Wigners serves the purpose of trying to obtain qualitative 
evidencee supporting the observation of the /0(980) scalar meson. The results of such 9-
parameterr fits applied to each of the four gas targets show that for each target it is possible to 
identifyy the three peaks, p°(770), /0(980) and /2(1270), but the position of the resonances 
resultingg from the fit appears to be shifted to lower values than indicated by the PDG for 
eachh of the three peaks. From the fits the mass of the p° meson is found between 0.757 GeV 
(inn 1H) and 0.731 GeV (in Kr). For the f0 peak the centroid values range from 0.976 down 
too 0.923 GeV, and for the f2 the fitted position goes from 1.213 GeV (in 1H) to 1.186 GeV 
(inn Kr). All these values have a statistical uncertainty of about 2-3% but a much higher sys-
tematicc uncertainty as is discussed below. For comparison the positions and widths of each 
off  the three states, as taken from the PDG [63], are listed below: 

MMP0P0 = 0.771 1 GeV, Fpo = 0.149 1 GeV, 

MMhh = 0.980 0 GeV, Tfo = 0.040-0.100 GeV, 

MMhh = 1.275 1 GeV, Yh = 0.185 3 GeV. 

Thee /o peak position is in reasonable agreement with the PDG values for *£! and 2H, while 
forr heavy nuclei some difference is observed. The f2 peak positions, for ^ and heavy nuclei, 
iss found to have lower values in comparison to the PDG one. The differences are likely to 
bee caused by the fact that the background at this stage has not yet been subtracted from the 
data.. This may also explain why the fitted widths are found to be larger than those listed in 
thee PDG. Hence, a background subtraction is required to properly extract information on the 
/o(980)) position and width, which is the subject of the next subsection. 

7.3.22 Background subtraction 

Inn order to obtain an estimate of the DIS background contained in the Mv+n- spectrum a set 
off  semi-inclusive Monte Carlo (MC) events has been analyzed, which were previously pro-
ducedd with the LEPTO 6.5.1 event generator [118]. In the MC simulation the fragmentation 
parameterss have been tuned such as to reproduce the hadron multiplicity distributions mea-
suredd at HERMES [17]. In the MC the production of scalar and tensor mesons is turned off. 
Thee Mn1T MC spectrum is obtained by using the same kinematic restrictions as were applied 
inn the /0 search. In the MC spectrum the relative strength of p° and Ks mesons production 
doess not match the data, as is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 in the case of a hydrogen target. This is 
likelyy due to the fact that in the MC only DIS events are simulated while in the data there are 
alsoo events coming from other processes such as non-resonant (^-production. A stronger cut 
onn the missing mass like AfJ > 25 GeV2 for instance, reduces the relative height of the p° 
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Figur ee 7.2: M ^ spectrum on a hydrogen target (data) compared to the MC generated back-

groundground (histogram) normalized to the data at the p° peak. 

peakk in the data with respect to the Ks one, yielding a good agreement between data and MC 
backgroundd in the whole invariant mass region. However, a strong Ml cut would also reduce 
thee /o yield without improving the signal to background ratio. Therefore, it was decided to 
normalizee the background MC spectrum to the p°(770) peak, while disregarding the part of 
thee spectrum below 0.7 GeV. As the Ks peak is very narrow, the overestimated Ks strength 
shouldd not influence the generated Mvv spectrum above 0.8 GeV. 
Abovee the p° peak the MC generated spectrum describes the data fairly well, showing some 
evidencee for remaining strength at the location of the jo (980) and possibly of the /2(1270) 
meson.. The normalization of the MC is the largest source of uncertainty in the determina-
tionn of the /o peak and needs to be optimized. A x2 minimization method is used to obtain 
thee best normalization for each target gas presented in Fig. 7.3'. The method used is the 
following.. A x2 parameter is defined by the difference between data and MC in the region 
abovee the p° peak (starting from Mnn = 0.77 GeV). Two regions of the spectra with a width 
off  r;0 (or Tf2) and centered around the fitted position of the f0 and f2 peaks (using the above 
mentionedd 3 Breit Wigner's fit) are excluded from the definition of \2- The excluded regions 
aree those bordered by the dotted lines in Fig. 7.3. The x2 is then minimized varying the 
normalizationn of the MC with respect to the data spectrum. 

'Thee spectra presented in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.5 are normalized to the total number of DIS events for the 
variouss data sample as it is described below. 
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Figuree 7.3: Measured M „  spectrum for four gas targets (data) compared to the MC gener-
atedated background (histogram) normalized to the data. The normalization is opti-
mizedmized in the region of the spectra outside the region identified by the dotted lines, 
whichwhich correspond to the one-Y widths of the ƒ o and ƒ2 mesons centered at the 
fittedfitted position. 

Thee significance of the signal with respect to the background is defined, within the one T 
regionn of each peak, by the quantity (Vdata - ^McO/VAldata + AFM c- where the denom-
inatorr represents the one a fluctuation of the signal, and Fd a ta and YMc represent the yield 
off  data and MC histogram, respectively. The significance obtained for each gas target at the 
minimumm x2 gives the number of a's by which the signal can be separated from the nor-
malizedd background. In Fig. 7.4 the minimization of the \ 2 is plotted as a function of the 
significancee for the f0 and /2 peaks for each of the four gas targets. The vertical dotted line 
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Figuree 7.4: Minimization of the x2 value measuring the difference between data and MC back-
groundground versus the statistical significance of the ƒ o (left) and f2 (right) peaks on 
11H,H, 2H, 20Ne and Kr targets. 

att a significance of 3 sets the conventional lower limit for claiming an observation. A value 
beloww this line is considered to be below statistical significance. The best x2 for the normal-
izationn of the background to the data is found to be 1.2, 1.1, 1.8 and 3.7 respectively for :H, 
2H,, 20Ne and Kr. At these minima the corresponding significances of the f0 peak are found 
too be 4.1, 4.5, 3.8 and 3.9, while the values for the f2 significance are: 4.0, 2.6, 1.2 and 2.0, 
respectively.. From these values it is concluded that the /0 scalar meson is observed in each 
off  the 4 data samples, while the f2 tensor meson is observed with more than 3a significance 
onlyy on hydrogen with only hints of its presence in the other data samples. 
Whenn the properly normalized MC histogram is subtracted from the data, the remaining 
structuree clearly indicates the presence of the /0 peak in all targets, and possibly the /2 peak 
onn the lighter ones, as shown in Fig. 7.5. As explained above the subtracted spectrum is lim-
itedd to Mv„  > 0.7 GeV because of the bad reproduction of the data by the background MC 
beloww this value. The remaining spectra are fitted with a combination of two Breit-Wigner 
functions.. Because of the limited statistics the widths of the two resonances are fixed to the 
centrall  values obtained from the fit on XH: Tf0 = 4 and Vf2 = . In 
thiss way only 4 free parameters are left in the fitting function. The resulting values are re-
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Figuree 7.5: Two pion invariant mass spectrum after background subtraction containing ev-
idenceidence for the production of the /o(980) and /2(1270) mesons. The data are 
describeddescribed with a 4 parameter fit keeping the widths fixed. 

MMf0 f0 

MMf2 f2 

lH H 

1.1600 8 

0.9788 4 

0.7511 7 

1.2199 6 

2H H 

1.2622 5 

0.9655 0 

0.4899 0 

1.2155 0 

20Ne e 

0.9599 7 

0.9733 0 

nott found 

nott found 

84Kr r 

2.8377 4 

0.9199 0 

nott found 

nott found 

Tablee 7.1: Results of the 4 parameter fit to the M„„  spectra, after subtraction of the MC gen-
eratederated background spectrum, for both the /o(980) and /2(1270) mesons. 

portedd in table 7.1. The combination of two Breit-Wigner  functions describes the data quite 
welll  (the x2' s of the fits are between 1.0 and 1.5 for  the 4 fits). In the 20Ne and Kr  samples 
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thee fitting procedure does not converge for the / 2 peak. In the 20Ne case the reason is the low 
significancee of only 1.5, while in the Kr case the fact that the fit does not converge might be 
relatedd to the large \ 2 obtained from the minimization of the background normalization, i.e. 
3.9. . 
Inn order to also compare the relative yields of /o(980) electroproduction in various gas tar-
gets,, the mass spectra have been normalized to the total number of DIS events collected in 
thee same set of runs (multiplied by 106) for each data sample before the fit is performed. 
Thee number of DIS events is corrected for radiative effects by a multiplicative correction 
calculatedd at the average x and y of each DIS sample (< x > fa 0.05 and < y > « 0.73), for 
thesee average values the contribution of the photon shower correction (addressed in section 
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Figuree 7.6: Top: fitted mass values of the ƒ o meson plotted as a function of the atomic number 
A.A. The hatched band represents the position and margin of uncertainty assigned 
toto the fo scalar meson according to the PDG. Bottom: f o yields (normalized to 
thethe number of DIS events) on the 4 targets obtained with two different methods as 
discusseddiscussed in the text. 
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5.2.1)) is negligible. Also the correction for the EMC effect is negligible since the average 
valuee of a\/<7j) is close to unity for all targets. Thereafter the integral of the Breit-Wigner 
hass been evaluated using the position parameters given in table 7.1 and the f0 width quoted 
beforee (this method is referred to as 'method 1'). 
Thee values of the ƒ o peak position and /o yields found on the various targets are plotted as a 
functionn of the atomic number A in Fig. 7.6. The peak of the f0 meson as observed on the 
variouss targets is in agreement with the PDG value represented by the hatched band in the 
topp panel of Fig. 7.6. No significant ^-dependence is observed within the available statistics 
neitherr in the peak position nor in the yield. Only the values found on the Kr target differ 
somewhatt from the average over the other targets, but the discrepancies are only on the 2a 
level. . 
Itt is not possible to study the A-dependence of the f2 meson since a significant peak is not 
seenn on heavier targets. It is noted however that the f2 position as found on hydrogen is 
aboutt l a below the value quoted in the PDG. 
Theoreticall calculations exist [119] predicting possible nuclear effects on meson masses, but 
upp to now only few measurements are available to support these predictions. Especially, for 
scalarr mesons there are at present no predictions for a possible A-dependence. As no sig
nificantt A-dependence has been observed within the statistics of the present experiment no 
mediumm effect on the / 0 mass can be determined. 
Inn Fig. 7.6 an alternative method to calculate the f0 yield is also presented (labeled 'method 
2')) which does not involve the fitting of the resonances. In this case the MC background 
iss subtracted from the two pion invariant mass spectrum for each gas target. From the re
mainingg histogram the yield of /o and /2 is obtained by counting the number of events in a 
one-rr width range centered at the corresponding peak position as determined with method 1. 
Thiss alternative method has the advantage that it does not require the integration of the fitted 
Breit-Wignerr functions. It is therefore more directly related to the statistical significance of 
thee observed peaks. In fact, the central value is obtained in method 2 as (Vdata — VMC) while 
thee error is evaluated from v/Aldata + AIMC- As already mentioned the ratio of these two 
numberss is defined as the significance of the signal. 
Thee values obtained with method 2 for die fQ yields are in agreement with those obtained 
withh method 1 within 30% for hydrogen, 8% for deuterium and neon and 70% for kryp
ton.. These percentages are used as an estimate of me systematic uncertainty on the f0 yield. 
Methodd 2 will be used in the next section to study the kinematic dependence of f0 and ƒ2 
yields. . 
Inn conclusion, from the results presented on / 0 electroproduction for various gas targets no 
significantt indication is found for a possible A-dependence of either mass or yield of the 
peak. . 
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7.44 Kinematic dependencies 

Thee hydrogen target offers both a high significance for the /o(980) meson and the evidence of 
thee /2(1270) signal, therefore this data sample is chosen in order to study several kinematic 
dependenciess of the yield. For these studies the invariant mass spectrum is evaluated for 
33 ranges of a given kinematic variable while integrating over the other parameters. Four 
dependenciess are addressed in this section: the dependencies on Q2, z, Pt

2 and —t. 
Iff the /o resonance is a conventional 3P0 meson, its kinematic dependencies are expected to 
bee similar to those of the nearby p° vector meson or the 3P2 qq-meson of similar mass, i.e. 
thee /2(1270) tensor meson. 
Thee /o (or ƒ2) yield is evaluated as the number of counts in the mass range 0.91 < M  ̂ < 
1.044 GeV (or 1.13 < M  ̂ < 1.33 GeV, respectively) after subtraction of the normalized MC 
background,, for each of the kinematic bins of interest. The applied procedure is illustrated 
inn Fig. 7.7, where the M  ̂ spectrum is divided in three different Q2 regions. As for method 
22 introduced previously the MC background spectrum (histogram) in each Q2 bin is first 
normalizedd to the data excluding the regions in the vicinity of the /o and / 2 mesons. The 
normalizedd background is then subtracted from the signal (data). The yields obtained with 
thiss method in the three Q2 bins are listed in table 7.2, together with the yield in the z, Pf

2 

andd —t bins. The statistical errors are also listed in the table, which are evaluated as the sum 
off the absolute errors of signal and background counts. 
Beforee discussing the yield dependence an acceptance correction needs to be evaluated to 
accountt for the limited angular acceptance of the HERMES spectrometer with respect to the 
entiree solid angle. A Monte Carlo simulation is required to determine the relative number of 
particless produced outside the detector acceptance as compared to those generated inside the 
acceptance.. This is the subject of the next subsection. 

7.4.11 Monte Carlo simulation 

Forr the simulation of /0 photoproduction the PYTHIA [120] generator package as imple
mentedd in the HERMES MC is used. PYTHIA is a LUND-model based MC within which 
thee /o is treated as a scalar meson composed of uü and dd pairs. The currently used version 
iss PYTHIA 6.2. The MC parameters have been tuned to reproduce the pion multiplicity 
distributionss observed at HERMES [17]. As compared to the normal HERMES Monte Carlo 
simulations,, only the production of scalar and tensor mesons had to be turned on in order to 
computee an acceptance correction for /o and ƒ2 electroproduction in HERMES. The relevant 
parameterss enabling the production in PYTHIA of scalar 3P0 mesons (PARJ (15) = 0.08), 
andd tensor 3P2 mesons (PARJ (17 )= 0.185) have been set according to the values given in 
Ref.. [41]. The HERMES MC is used to generate events of the type ep ->• eir-nX in 4TT. Sub
sequently,, the generated events are tracked through the detector geometry to obtain a sample 
off accepted events, thus enabling the evaluation of the required acceptance correction factor. 
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0.1<Q2<11 GeV2 

Figuree 7.7: Yield of two pion final state in three Q2 bins. The background MC (histogram) is 
normalizednormalized to the data using the region outside the ƒ o and fa peaks. The ƒ o and 
ff 2 yields are determined by subtracting the histogram from the data. 

Thee uncorrected yields for each kinematic bin have been normalized by the total number of 
/oo (or ƒ2) events. In Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9 these normalized yields are compared to the MC 
predictionn for the distribution of accepted / 0 and / 2 mesons respectively. The MC gives a 
fairlyy good account of the yield for both mesons for all four kinematic dependencies. The 
QQ22 distributions are well reproduced, while the agreement of the P2 distributions with the 
MCC is in both cases less good. The z distribution of the f0 meson shows a similar peak at 
mediumm 2 values as the data, but low-2 and high-2 bins are not correctly reproduced by the 
MCC simulation. The dependencies for the f2 production are slightly better reproduced, but 
thiss does not apply to the low P2 bins. Hence, it is concluded that the production mechanism 
assumedd by PYTHIA is sufficiently adequate to describe the production of both the /o(980) 
scalarr meson and the /2(1270) tensor meson in the HERMES kinematics. Higher statistics 
dataa are needed to judge whether the observed deviations are significant. 
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Variable e 

Q2 2 

z z 

n n 

-t -t 

Range e 

[0.11 -1] 
[1-2] ] 

[2-8] ] 

[00 - 0.4] 

[0.44 - 0.6] 

[0.6-1] ] 

[00 - 0.07] 

[0.07-0.17] ] 

[0.177 - 0.5] 

[0-0.15] ] 

[0.155 - 0.35] 

[0.355 - 1.0] 

Y/o Y/o 
100.88  42.4 

51.44 7 

57.66  28.4 

61.88  15.0 

7 7 

0.0  26.1 

148.44 1 

76.11  27.7 

46.88  33.7 

126.99  28.4 
57.88  25.0 
46.66  35.4 

Yf* Yf* 
74.55  32.3 

61.11 5 

15.77 3 

6.44  6.2 

68.99  34.5 

72.66  25.9 

46.00  20.9 

34.66  20.7 

92.88  26.9 

54.33  22.5 

29.33  19.0 

77.11 9 

Tablee 7.2: Number of counts obtained in electroproduction of /o(980) and ƒ2 (1270) mesons 
inin different kinematic bins, as extracted from the Mnir spectra after the subtraction 
ofof the MC background. The values are not normalized to the number of DIS events 
inin the hydrogen sample. 

Inn the absence of a better MC for f0 (980) production the present simulation is also used to 
extractt the number of generated particles outside the HERMES acceptance to determine the 
-modell dependent- acceptance corrections e^,c: 

:(*)) = w w xx = {Q2, z, P;, -t) and a = (ƒ„, f2). (7.2) ) 

Thee value of el^ix) has been evaluated separately for each ar-bin, while integrating over the 
otherr variables. The normalized yields that are used in the next section to evaluate the multi
plicityy distributions, are corrected for detector acceptance effects by dividing the uncorrected 
yieldss by e ĉ. 

7.55 Multiplicit y Distribution s 

Dividingg the acceptance corrected yields by the total number of DIS events recorded in the 
samee data sample (which are corrected for radiative effects), the multiplicity distribution for 
thee production of f0 and f2 mesons is evaluated 

dadaaa 1 dNa(x) 1 
MMaa{x){x) = 

1 1 
<7DiSS dx ATDIS • r\RC dx eSccOr)' (7.3) ) 
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Figuree 7.8: Comparison of normalized ƒ o yields to MC predictions for 4 different kinematic 
variables.variables. The solid lines represent the MC predictions, while the data yields are 
representedrepresented by the closed symbols. The normalized yields only represent events 
acceptedaccepted by the HERMES detector. No acceptance corrections have been applied. 

wheree x = (Q2, z, P2, —t). The radiative correction factor rjnc, as calculated at the average 
valuess of x and y of the DIS sample is found to be 0.68. As discussed in the previous sec
tionn the corrections for the photon shower effect is negligible at these values of < x > and 
<< y >. The acceptance correction ejj^. has been discussed in the previous section. Note that 
thee multiplicity distribution is defined here with respect to the total number of DIS events, 
whichh is different from the definition used in chapter 6. 

Thee resulting multiplicity distribution for f0 electroproduction is shown in Fig. 7.10 as a 
functionn of the four kinematic variables Q2, z, P2 and —t. The errors bars are the sum in 
quadraturee of the statistical error and the systematic uncertainty of 30% quoted in section 
7.3.2. . 

Thee decrease of Mf0(Q
2) with Q2 is investigated to gain information on the f0 production 

mechanism.. If the f0 is directly produced in a DIS process the Q2-dependence of its multi
plicityy should be proportional to 1/Q4. On the other hand according to F. Close2 the f0 could 
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2privatee communication. 
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Figuree 7.9: Comparison of normalized f2 yields to MC predictions for 4 different kinematic 
variables.variables. The solid lines represent the MC predictions, while the data yields 
areare represented by the open symbols. The normalized yields only represent events 
acceptedaccepted by the HERMES detector. No acceptance corrections have been applied. 

alsoo be a decay product of diffractive p' production, in which case the Q2 -dependence of its 
multiplicityy should be described by the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) model [121]: 

do do 

dQdQ2 2 (X X 
M} M} 

QQ22 + M2 (7.4) ) 

withh a = 2. The solid line in the top left panel of Fig. 7.10 is the result of a fit in which a is 
usedd as a free parameter. The obtained parameter a is equal to (4.5  1.5) which indicates 
thatt a VMD description of the /o production is not favored by the data. If instead the param
eterizationn ^ 2 oc ( i ) is used, the value of a obtained by fitting the data is (2.2  0.5), 
whichh is in good agreement with a = 2 expected for a DIS direct production mechanism. 
Thee ^-dependence is also investigated in order to verify the possibility that the /o is produced 
inn the decay of a diffractively produced p'. If the — t dependence of the multiplicity distribu
tionn is fitted with an exponential shape, the slope (or impact) parameter is found to be (5.5
2.4)) GeV - 2 . This value is similar (within the large systematic uncertainty) to the one quoted 
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Figuree 7.10: Multiplicity distribution for ƒ o production as a function of the variables Q2, z, Pf 
andand —t, while integrating over the other kinematic variables. The errors bands 
areare the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic errors. The curves are 
describeddescribed in the text. 

forr diffractive p° production (6.39  0.13) [122]. The error bars are such large, however, 
thatt no clear conclusion can be drawn from the — t dependence. 
Fromm the z dependence of the multiplicity distribution it is concluded that the data are sitting 
att low/medium-z, with a peak at z « 0.5, suggesting that it is likely that the / 0 is produced in 
combinationn with another meson of similar mass (e.g. the (j>),  each taking half of the virtual 
photonn energy, as suggested in Ref. [42], 
Inn the bottom left panel the Pf dependence of the multiplicity distribution is described with 
ann exponential function: 

—— oc C e-bp? 
dP?dP? ' 

(7.5) ) 

wheree the slope parameter b is fixed to the value quoted by the NOMAD collaboration [41] 
forr neutrino induced / 0 production at Pt

2 < 0.5 GeV2, i.e. b = (5.3  0.2) GeV"2. The P 2 

slopee derived from the NOMAD data provides a good description of the HERMES data. 
Forr comparison the multiplicity distributions for the /2(1270) production are presented in 
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Figuree 7.11: Multiplicity distribution for / 2 production as a function of the variables Q2, z, Pf 
andand —t, while integrating over the other kinematic variables. The errors bands 
areare the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic errors. 

Fig.. 7.11, which are found to be similar to those for the / 0 scalar meson. 
Thee values for the integrated multiplicities of f0 scalar meson electroproduction are shown 
inn table 7.3. Since all four values of Mf0(x) in table 7.3 are obtained by integrating over 
thee full data set, and thus cover the same kinematic range, the 4 results should be the same. 
Hence,, the variation in the values obtained is an indication of the systematic uncertainty on 
thee value of the multiplicity, which amounts to about 15%. However, the variation is smaller 
thann the overall systematic uncertainty on the yield of 30%, which is considered to be the 
dominantt source of systematic uncertainty. 

Thee averaged values for the integrated multiplicities of the f0 and f2 mesons obtained in this 
analysiss are shown in table 7.4 together with the multiplicities obtained by the NOMAD col
laboration,, which are also normalized to the total inclusive DIS rate. The values obtained 
byy the OPAL collaboration, which are also listed in table 7.4, have to be taken with caution 
sincee the multiplicity in this case is normalized to the total hadronic yield. 
Fromm the results reported in table 7.4 it can be seen that there is a factor of 10 between the 
integratedd multiplicity measured by the OPAL and NOMAD experiments and another factor 
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MM hhm m 
MMf0f0(z) (z) 

MM f0f0(P?) (P?) 
MM f0f0(t) (t) 

h h 
O.00144  0.0003 

0.00188  0.0004 

0.00166  0.0003 

0.00155  0.0002 

h h 
0.00122  0.0003 

0.00144  0.0003 

0.00144  0.0002 

0.00111 1 

Tablee 7.3: Values of the integrated multiplicity of ƒ o and ƒ2 electroproduction obtained by 
integratingintegrating over the entire kinematic range covered by the data. The errors are 
statisticalstatistical only. 

MMf0 f0 

MMh h 

HERMESS (e+) 

0.00166  0.0006 

0.00133  0.0005 

NOMADD (u) 

0.0188  0.004 

0.0388  0.009 

OPAL(e+e") ) 

0.1411 7 

0.1555 1 

Tablee 7.4: Values of the integrated multiplicity of f o and /2 production as extracted from 
thethe present analysis, and the NOMAD [41] and OPAL [40] experiments. The 
OPALOPAL multiplicity is normalized to the total hadronic yield, while the HER-
MESMES and NOMAD multiplicities are normalized to the DIS yield. 

off 10 between NOMAD and HERMES. These differences may be related to the difference in 
thee center-of-mass energies in the three experiments: about 6 GeV at HERMES, 7-10 GeV at 
NOMADD and 91 GeV at OPAL. The multiplicities for both / 0 and f2 productions are shown 
too increase with the center-of-mass energy in a similar way. 

7.66 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter the first experimental evidence for the production of the /0(980) scalar meson 
inn a deep-inelastic positron scattering experiment is presented. A resonance witfi a mass of 
0.9788  0.014 GeV and a width of 0.070  0.004 GeV is observed, after background sub
traction,, in the 7T+7r̂  invariant mass spectrum on a hydrogen target with a significance of 
4.1a.4.1a. These numbers are in good agreement with those quoted in the PDG. The presence of 
thee same resonance is confirmed on 2H, 20Ne and Kr targets each with a statistical signifi
cancess above 3a. The mass position is found to be in agreement among the targets, with the 
exceptionn of a 2a shift to lower mass in krypton. 
Togetherr with the /o(980) also the /2(1270) meson is identified on the hydrogen target with 
aa significance of S.ba, with a mass position that is somewhat lower than that quoted in the 
PDG. . 
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Fromm the comparison of the /o(980) yield on various targets with different A, no indication is 
foundd for a possible attenuation of the produced number of / 0 scalar mesons in heavier gases 
ass compared to lighter ones. Such an attenuation could have been ass evidence supporting the 
proposedd Ü'A'-molecule structure of the /b(980), as suggested in Ref. [39]. 
Thee dependence on Q2, z, Pf and —t of the /b and ji  electroproduction yields has been stud
iedd on a hydrogen target and compared to a LUND-model based MC simulation. The MC 
describess most of the kinematic dependencies fairly well, with slight deviations at high P2 

andd —t for the f0 meson, and at low P2 for the f2 meson. This can be an indication that this 
typee of MC simulation is not fully adequately tuned to describe /o and f2 production in the 
HERMESS kinematic region. However, the MC simulation results are sufficiently adequate to 
evaluatee an acceptance correction for each kinematic bin. In this way multiplicity distribu
tionss are obtained with the aim of gaining additional information on the /o(980) production 
mechanism.. Therefore, a set of model dependent acceptance efficiencies has been calculated 
forr each kinematic dependence. The yields have been corrected, and normalized by the total 
DISS yield to obtain the multiplicity distributions. 
Thee Q2 dependence of the /o multiplicity distribution suggests a similar fall-off with Q2 as 
forr diffractive p° production in the VMD framework. The z dependence is peaked at < z > « 
0.5,, suggesting that the / 0 is likely to be produced in semi-inclusive reactions together with a 
mesonn of similar mass. The dependence on the transverse momentum square P2 was param
eterizedd with an exponential function for which the slope parameter was fixed to the value 
foundd from the measurements of the NOMAD collaboration. The curve obtained in this way 
agreess with the P2 dependence of thee present data. The dependence on the momentum trans
ferr —t has a similar slope parameter as for diffractive p° production. 
Thee integrated multiplicities for /0 and /2 production as obtained from this analysis are com
paredd to similar values derived from the NOMAD experiment and also to the values of the 
OPALL experiment. A strong increase of the multiplicity with the center-of-mass energy of 
thee production process is observed. 
Itt is concluded that the /o(980) scalar meson is observed for the first time in electroproduc
tionn at a relatively low center-of-mass energy on various nuclear targets. The study of the 
.4-dependencee of the /o(980) meson does not seem to favor a structure different from a nor
mall 3Po qq-vaeson. Also the study of kinematic dependencies of the /o(980) production are 
inn agreement with the standard description of this meson as a qq-objeet. However, no MC 
simulationss are available for leptoproduction of /0(980) scalar mesons in the framework of 
aa qqqq hybrid model, for instance. In the absence of such calculations it is difficult to draw 
firmm conclusions. Moreover, higher statistics are needed to put the conclusions reached on 
thee basis of the present data on a firmer footing. 




